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a specialized nature, describing particular techniques. The editors 
are to be congratulated iu obtaining and classifying sixty four of 
such chapters in these twelve sections of this useful book. The 
sections in turn deal with methodology in particular areas that 
include gene nomenclature, enzyme modelling and protein 
modification; foreign (heterologous) gene expression in bacteria 
and yeast; genetic polymorphism; immunochemical methods, e.g. 
for isolation; assay of messenger RNA expression; regulation 
induction and turnover; cell culture including induction protocols 
in hepatocytes; regulation of gene transcription; assays for 
eytoehromes P450 and related activities (including activation of 
xenobiotics, using the Ames Sahnone[la test to detect mutagens); 
design and characterization finhibitors; isolation procedures and 
extrahepatic forms of cytochrome P450. 
Presentation of the detailed escription of the latest echniques 
in the study of cytochromes P450 gathered together (and 
classified) in this book will allow even further expansion of the 
practical and theoietical interest in this important field. Well 
documented techniques (and the appropriate control reactiong 
and pitfalls) are a prerequisite o a continued rapid advance in the 
understanding of this remarkable superfamily. Determination of
enzymes' full spatial conformation by X-ray diffraction studies on 
single crystals (where available), coupled with computer 
predictions of enzyme-substrate binding interactions will make a 
contribution to enzymology that iiluminmes the mechanism of 
action also of many other famili~ of enzymes. Furthermore, the 
ubiquitous occurrence ofcytoehromes P,450 will allow the detailed 
study of its molecular evolution and lead to the understanding of 
structure-function relationships in forms of this enzyme found, for 
example, in bacteria, yeasts, the common mussel and in tissues of 
a variety of mammals. This volume in the superb 'Methods in 
Enzymology' series will make a significant contribution to the 
advance of this subject area. 
Alan Wiseman 
Carbonic Anhydrase: From Biochemistry and Genetics to Physiology and Clinical Medicine; Edited by F. Botr6, G. Gros and 
B.T. Storey; VCH Verlag; Weinheim, 1991; xvi + 467 pages. DM 186,00, £70.00. ISBN 352728365x 
Tiffs volume represents the proceedings of the International 
Workshop on carbonic aahydrase, held in Spoleto. Italy in March 
1990. This meeting represented a gathering of the majority of 
research workers currently studying this enzyme in all its diverse 
facets, as indicated by the title. 
The contents are divided into five sections representing (1) 
Biochemistry, Structure and Mecl]anisms, (2) Genetics and 
Molecular Biology and lsoenzymes, (3) Secretory Systems, (4) 
Metabolism and Hormonal Control, and (5) Respiration and 
Bone. Within each section there are a number of contributions 
with a great variety of approaches, both in breadth and depth, and 
the individual fiavour of each ~opic is evident. However, care has 
been applied to the design of the workshop and thus the balance 
is good. Just to illustrate the wide variety of areas covered, one 
can see (Section i) that site-directed mutagenesis is an important 
new tool in enzyme kinetics, and several contributions address the 
use of this technique. However, tile more classic crystallographic 
approach isalso well covered. With at least eight gene loci for CA 
isoenzymes ineukaryotes there is extensive coverage of structure, 
function and regulation at the 8en¢ level in Section 2. An ¢aample 
of a new approach in this section is "Carbonic anhydrase 1II 
Expression and Promotor Function: Preliminary studies on 
cultured cells and transgenic mice' by Yvonne Edwards and 
colleagues, The relevance of this enzyme in clinical medicine is well 
covered, in particular the use of specific drugs to inhibit activity. 
For example, one contribution in Section 5 by Wistrand and 
Lindquist decribes 'Design of carbonic anhydra~ inhibitors and 
relationship between the pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinet- 
ies of Acetazolomide'. 
All in all this volume is a good research compendium giving the 
carbonic anhydrase "state-of-the-art cross the world' in 1990. 
Nick Carter 
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Some eight years separate the appearance of the second edition 
of this (in the best sense) formidable treatise on ion.conducting 
daannels from that of its predecessor. The "slim book', as the 
preface modestly terms it, has grown by some 50%, with the 
inclusion ofl'our entirely new chapters (on iniracellular responses, 
intercellular coupling, the structures of channel proteins and the 
ccll-~iology of channels) and substantial additions to all of the 
others, This increase in size largely reflects the burgeoning of 
strttctural studies on channel proteins through recently-developed 
molecular biological approaches. 
A short introductory section concisely revises the basic 
equations defining the electrical properties of membranes and 
channels, and is fundamental to understanding the two major 
sections that follow. In the first of these, containing eight chapters, 
classical biophysical studies on the squid giant axon are elegantly 
described and explained; this leads to accounts of the 
electrophysiology of Na% K'-, Ca"'- and Cl--(:onductin8 
channels, and of their roles in various cellular processes - electrical 
and chemical synaptic transmission, sensory mechanisms and 
transepitheliai transport. The treatment of these topics is 
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